Hey there,

It's Aaron again with your monthly product updates. Last month we had the exciting launch of our Store ID attribute giving users a new way to connect and harmonize their data with FSQ. This month's improvements are centered around our API and developer experiences, and as always, the Studio team has put in OT to build some cool new features for their users. Let's get into it!

**Highlights by Product**

**Places API**

Autocomplete improvements, users outside of English-speaking countries will have more accurate and relevant returns as we've improved the non-English search in our autocomplete endpoint.

Places Store ID has been added to our Places response schema as a rich attribute giving users another way of accessing Store IDs and enriching or harmonizing their data. If you would like a quick example of its use cases, please [click here](#).

We've built an interactive Demo for our Map Search with Address Directory. This demo widget will show users how to use the Places API to create a search map feature. Users can search for an address and display its lat/long within a map, along with a directory of businesses located at that address (where applicable). The demo includes a complete reference code. To learn more and give it a try, [click here](#).
The Studio team has rolled out a host of improvements. Improvements to annotations have fixed bugs and added some quality-of-life changes. All annotations on a map can now be toggled on or off from the Interactions tab, and the rich text editor now supports vertical alignment. For Studio's Chart functionality, users can now add custom labels to the Y axis, toggle grid lines, and apply padding between bars and groups.

In addition to these improvements, charts can now:

Display data from Hex Tiles within the viewport. Summarize massive datasets using bar, line, and big number charts.

![Studio - summarizing massive datasets using bar, line, and big number charts.](image1)

Designate a group from a column to serve as a benchmark for line and bar charts. Use benchmarks to evaluate how a business stacks up to competitors if a franchise is meeting its goals, and much more.

![Studio - example benchmarks](image2)

Quick links:
That's all for now; tune in next month, as we should have some new product releases in store for you all. As always, if you have any questions, reply to this email, and I'd be happy to help you.

Thanks,
Aaron Acosta
Product Marketing Manager